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MBNMS Research Activity Panel
Meeting Summary
January 9, 2009
Host:

James Lindholm – Nearshore Ecology (CSUMB)

Location:

Boardroom at the Alumni & Visitor's Center (Building 97)
Fourth Avenue
California State University Monterey Bay
Seaside, CA

Date:

Friday, January 9th, 2009; 9:00 am to 12:00 pm

MEMBERS:
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Discipline
Research Coordinator
Biological Oceanography
Biological Oceanography
Deep-Sea Ecology
Deep-Sea Ecology
Estuarine Ecology
Estuarine Ecology
Fisheries
Fisheries
Marine & Coastal Geology
Marine & Coastal Geology
Marine Conservation Biology
Marine Conservation Biology
Marine Policy
Marine Policy
Nearshore Ecology
Nearshore Ecology
Physical Oceanography
Physical Oceanography
Shelf & Slope Ecology
Shelf & Slope Ecology
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Water Quality
Water Quality

Primary/
Alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate
primary
alternate

Name
DeVogelaere, Andrew
Chavez, Francisco
Kudela, Raphael
Cailliet, Greg

Institution
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
University of California, Santa Cruz
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories

Wasson, Kerstin
Van Dyke, Eric
Grimes, Churchill
Vasques, Jason
Storlazzi, Curt
Paull, Charles
Harrold, Chris*
Micheli, Fiorenza
Faurot-Daniels, Ellen
Sharp, Gary
Lindholm, James
Carr, Mark
McPhee-Shaw, Erika
Ramp, Steve
Yoklavich, Mary
Starr, Rick
Pomeroy, Caroline
Kildow, Judith
Epel, David
Hunt, John†

Elkhorn Slough NERR and Foundation
Elkhorn Slough NERR and Foundation
NOAA Fisheries Service
California Department of Fish & Game
United States Geological Survey
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Hopkins Marine Station
California Coastal Commission
Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study
California State University Monterey Bay
University of California, Santa Cruz
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
CeNCOOS/MBARI
NOAA Fisheries Service
California Sea Grant Extension Program
California Sea Grant Extension Program
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Hopkins Marine Station
University of California, Davis

*Sanctuary Advisory Council Member: Research (Primary)
†Sanctuary Advisory Council Member: Research (Alternate)
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GUESTS:
Name
Burton, Erica
Cheriton, Olivia
Conley, Gary
de Marignac, Jean
Eng, Mike
Hoover, Bridget
King, Chad
Kline, Donna
Knight, Ashley
LaFranchi, Chris
Malone, Dan
Michel, Paul
Parrish, Richard
Scheiblauer, Steve
Selbie, Hugo
Skinder, Carolyn
Subia, Matthew
Wooninck, Lisa

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Institution
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
PISCO; University of California, Santa Cruz
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
CSU Monterey Bay
CSU Monterey Bay
West Coast Regional Office, National Marine Sanctuaries
PISCO; University of California, Santa Cruz
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
NOAA Fisheries (retired)
City of Monterey
PISCO; University of California, Santa Cruz
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
CSU Monterey Bay
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary

CONSENT ITEMS
Introductions/Modifications to the Agenda (Chris Harrold)
•

Ellen Faurot-Daniels is stepping down from RAP (1/30/09); she has taken new job with
OSPR/CDFG; therefore “Marine Policy” primary discipline is open

PRESENTATIONS
Institute for Applied Marine Ecology (James Lindholm)
•
•

Lindholm gave an overview of CSUMB bachelor and masters program/degrees, within
Institute for Applied Marine Ecology
Lindholm summarized recent and current research activities

MBNMS Federal MPAs Initiative (Steve Scheiblauer/City of Monterey)
Supporting Material
1. Letter from Paul Michel to SAC (dated 2/15/08; attached)
2. Letter from Paul Michel to SAC (dated 4/15/08; attached)
3. Letter from Scheiblauer to Harrold (dated 11/21/08; attached)
4. Letter from Harrold to Scheiblauer (dated 11/24/08; attached)
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5. Email from Chris Harrold to RAP LISTSERV (12/5/08; LISTSERV delivery failed),
Erica Burton subsequently forwarded Harrold’s email to RAP LISTSERV (12/8/08;
Subject: Harrold: Role of the MBNMS RAP); email contained letter from Harrold to
Michel (dated 1/14/08; attached)
Background Info
• Scheiblauer (Harbor Master, Monterey) wrote a letter to the RAP chair (dated 11/21/08)
requesting time to speak at a RAP meeting, to request that the RAP provide individual,
and a collective, opinion as to the need for MPAs within federal waters of MBNMS for
unmet research needs
Chris Harrold reviewed the RAP’s involvement in the sanctuary’s MPA process to date.
Discussion ensued. No consensus emerged regarding the individual and collective opinion that
Steve Scheiblauer is seeking. Rather, this discussion blended into the next discussion item.
STAFF/SAC REQUESTS TO RAP
Info Request: RAP’s role in MBNMS Federal MPAs Initiative and Beyond (Paul
Michel/MBNMS)
Paul Michel highlighted the RAP’s involvement in the MPA issue
• RAP has addressed the MPA issue many times over the years
• MBNMS will continue to solicit RAP’s input on process
• MBNMS is still in the beginning stages of this new process
• MBNMS is faced with managing the Sanctuary using an ecosystem-based approach
• The sanctuary intends to form an MPA Working Group, and a Science Panel
• The sanctuary hopes the RAP will:
o Help refine the disciplines on the Science Panel
o Continue to have this item on the RAP agenda
o Review products from the Science Panel
o Provide input on research questions for the MPA proposals
Harrold presented a potential list of Working Group disciplines, and Science Panel disciplines
(using input from November 2008 RAP meeting).
Mike Eng gave a brief overview of the NEPA process that the sanctuary will follow in the MPA
process.
Extensive discussion ensued, and touched on: composition of the working groups, coordination
with fisheries agencies, enforcement, and authority, process and timeline.
There was consensus that the RAP should be involved in the MPA process in a more intimate
way than has been the case to date. The sanctuary’s MPA process will be a standing RAP agenda
item. Chris will bring a “straw man” proposal of RAP involvement to the next RAP meeting.
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Recognition of Greg Cailliet for Extraordinary Service to the RAP
• Greg Cailliet (Deep-sea Ecology, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories) was recognized for
his long-term leadership and participation in the RAP, and for surpassing an attendance
record of more than 100 meetings
• Andrew DeVogelaere presented Greg with a jacket with MBNMS logo; and a tasseledfez with the monogram, “Grand Poobah, 100, Sanctuary RAP”
Info Request: Sanctuary Characterization Image Display (SCID): Visualizing the
Sanctuary (James Lindholm)
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Following a research cruise, the Sanctuary has the goal of sharing summary info (e.g.,
images, video) with the public as soon as possible
Lindholm presented the SCID project: Sanctuary Characterization Image Display; a webbased method of presenting geo-referenced images and video clips on an interactive map
Partners:
o Institute for Applied Marine Ecology at CSU Monterey Bay
o SIMoN/MBNMS
Source Data: camera sled video transects (2006, 2007, 2008)
o North Bay/Soquel Canyon area
o Point Lobos Area
o Point Sur area
o Piedras Blancas area
In the future, Delta Sub and ROV video may be incorporated into SCID
Products:
o Portal to view images that is non-threatening to data analysis
o Images, video clips
o Species lists
Website will reside on CSUMB server (indefinitely)
SCID will soon be available on SIMoN website
Info available at: http://sep.csumb.edu/iame/s/index.html
Request: RAP was asked to contribute relevant videos to the SCID project
Storlazzi: mentioned USGS’s “usSEABED” database; which could be a warehouse for
SCID’s georeferenced seabed information
o usSEABED is a queryable database, for all of the U.S.
o USGS is interested in any kind of geo-referenced seabed data (currently USGS is
mining data back to ‘60s)
o Openly accessible to all
o http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/usseabed/
o Principal Investigator: Jane Reid (jareid@usgs.gov)
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Info Request: Compiling MLPA monitoring information (Andrew DeVogelaere/Gary
Conley)
•
•
•
•
•

The Sanctuary/SIMoN is interested in monitoring information, and wants to know what
role they can play in the MLPA monitoring effort
Gary presented new SIMoN map, including existing National Registry and SIMoN
projects that occur in MPAs
MBNMS is looking for researchers/institutions with data to contribute to this effort,
along with providing associated info for SIMoN Project Pages
http://www.sanctuarysimon.org/monterey/sections/reserves/mpa_projectsmap.php
RAP was concerned socio-economic data was not included; MBNMS staff are interested
in including

DISCUSSION ITEMS
Sanctuary Currents Research Posters and Awards (Erica Burton/MBNMS)
• Erica provided an update on the Sanctuary Currents Symposium
o Saturday, April 18, 2009 at Hyatt Regency, Monterey
o Theme: Back to the Future: Preserving the Sanctuary by Exploring its Past
• The Call for Research Posters was announced via email (12/18/08), and abstracts are now
being accepted by Steve Choy via email (Sea Grant Fellow, steve.choy@noaa.gov)
• Instructions for Research Posters is on the SIMoN website
(http://www.sanctuarysimon.org/monterey/posters/)
• RAP members were reminded to send their votes for the two science awards to Erica
Burton via email by 1/15/09
SUGGESTED FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
***********************************************************************
Future Agenda Items (running list):
• Water Quality
o Findings on tracking pathogens in sea otters and connection to FW flows (CDFG,
UC Davis?)
o Critical coastal areas presentation (ASBS, areas water quality impaired, areas in
good state; Ross Clark)
• SIMoN
o SIMoN: future monitoring (JMPR or beyond)
o SIMoN Special Status Species Project (Jennifer Brown)
o Linking SIMoN to management (Amber Szoboszlai)
o SIMoN accomplishments or future plans, partnerships (per Curt Storlazzi)
• MPAs
o MPA science synthesis – MLPA (Mark Carr)
o MPA monitoring projects (Jason Vasques)
• Coastal armoring and coastal erosion (Ed Thornton)
• Communication Partnership for Science and the Sea (COMPASS)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave Model Development and Implementation (Paul Wittmann/Fleet Numerical)
Data integration across monitoring programs (e.g., water quality, PISCO, MARINe,
IOOS), and availability to the public
Santa Cruz Visitors Center update by Lisa Uttal (schedule when NMFS is RAP host)
MARS cable (per Kildow, speaker = Marcia or other, schedule when MBARI hosts)
Recent event: Supreme Court allows Navy Sonar (per John Hunt)
NOAA Twin Otter plane comes to Monterey
Zeppelin capabilities for research
RAP identified priority of Future Agenda topics (9/12/08):
1. SIMoN
2. MPA Science Synthesis – MLPA (Mark Carr)

***********************************************************************
2009 RAP Meeting Schedule and Locations (Revised 3/27/09)
Date
Host
Location
January 9
Lindholm
CSU Monterey Bay
March 13
Harrold
Monterey Bay Aquarium
May 8
Grimes/Yoklavich NOAA Fisheries, Santa Cruz
July 10
Carr
Long Marine Lab, UC Santa Cruz
September 11
Micheli/Epel
Hopkins Marine Station
November 13
Kildow
MBARI
***********************************************************************
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SANCTUARY ADVISORY COUNCIL
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES PANEL
MONTEREY BAY NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY
299 FOAM STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
November 24,2008
Mr. Stephen Scheiblauer
Office of the Harbormaster
City Hall
Monterey, CA 93940
Dear Steve,
This letter is in response to your letter dated November 21, 2008.
First, you are more than welcome to join the Research Activities Panel (RAP) at
its next meeting (January 9, 2009, CSUMB), and we can set aside 10 minutes for
you to address the RAP. However, please keep in mind that the RAP is a
working group of the SAC and the RAP's objectives are, among other things, to
provide advice to the sanctuary staff on conservation science issues that
influence policy, and to review research issues and documents for the SAC and
sanctuary staff. (See
http://montereybay.noaa.gov/intro/advisory/rap_objectives.htmlthe for more
details about the RAP's purpose, procedures and protocols.) The RAP does not
undertake research or develop evaluations or opinions in response to individuals
or entities outside the sanctuary staff or SAC. Requests such as yours, which
would entail significant investment of time and effort on the part of RAP members
and the RAP as a whole, should come through the sanctuary staff or SAC. You
might consider having the commercial fishing seat bring this request before the
SAC.
Having said that, I'd like to address your specific requests. You requested an
opinion as to the need for any new, reconfigured or more restrictive marine
protected areas within the federal waters of the sanctuary for currently unmet
research needs. This need was identified by sanctuary management at the
regional and national levels, articulated in memos dated 2/15/08 and 4/15/08
from Sanctuary Superintendant Paul Michel, and was based on input from a
broad spectrum of stakeholders and experts, including the RAP. The RAP has
been engaged in the issue of MPAs since the issue first arose during the Joint
Management Plan review process. While the RAP as a whole did not play a
formal role in advising the sanctuary, RAP members most familiar with the
science of MPAs (Drs. Rick Starr and Mark Carr, and I) were members of the
sanctuary's MPA working group. The RAP felt that since these members were
the most knowledgeable about the science of MPAs of all the RAP members, the
RAP could offer relatively little additional advice to the sanctuary. The RAP did
review and comment twice on versions of the presentation I gave to the SAC on
the scientific value of marine reserves in achieving ecosystem protection goals at

the December 2007 SAC meeting. The topic of MPAs has been on the RAP's
agenda over 60 times since January 2001. The nature of this agenda item has
ranged from simple updates of recent developments to focused discussion and
sharing of differing opinions. At least two and often several sanctuary staff
members, including the sanctuary's research coordinator Dr. Andrew
DeVogelaere, are present at every RAP meeting. As a result, the sanctuary staff
has benefitted from the range of opinions and the scientific discourse related to
the role of MPAs in ecosystem protection generally and in the MBNMS in
particular. The RAP has assumed that these discussions have guided the
sanctuary's policy development related to MPAs. The sanctuary has made a
decision to move forward with a process to propose MPAs in federal waters of
the sanctuary, in part to address unmet research needs. In my opinion as RAP
chair, it is not the RAP's role to question this decision. Our job now is support the
scientific underpinnings of the process moving forward.
Your second question, related to the research opportunities provided by existing
state MPAs, Davidson Seamount, Essential Fish Habitat areas and the Rockfish
Conservation Area, is a good question and should be addressed in the
sanctuary's process moving forward. As you know, the sanctuary is proposing to
establish a stakeholders' working group and a science panel to inform and advise
this process. I would certainly expect that the value and potential role of currently
established MPAs in addressing unmet research needs would be on the Science
Panel's agenda. While it isn't clear at this time how the RAP will engage in this
process, suffice it to say the RAP is very interested in participating with the
Science Panel and other entities associated with the sanctuary's MPA process.
Asking the RAP to address these questions now would pre-empt the sanctuary's
plans for a full, open and well-informed process.
Let me know if you'd like a 10-min. slot on the 1/9/09 RAP agenda.
Sincerely,

Chris Harrold, PhD
Chair, Sanctuary Advisory Council and Research Activities Panel
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Cc:

Paul Michel, MBNMS
Chuck Della Sala, Mayor of Monterey
Monterey City Council
Don Hansen, PFMC

January 14, 2008
To:

Paul Michel

From: Chris Harrold, SAC Research representative
Re: Summary of 12/14/08 [sic; correction=12/14/07] comments on MPAs in the
sanctuary
Cc:

Research Activities Panel

This letter summarizes the comments I made during the SAC discussion of MPAs in
sanctuary waters, held on December 14, 2007, related to the issue of establishing new
MPAs in federal waters of the sanctuary. I’m addressing your question, should the
sanctuary re-engage in a stakeholder process to consider MPAs in federal waters of the
sanctuary. As I stated at the SAC meeting, these comments don’t necessarily reflect the
views of the Research Activities Panel or the scientific community of the MBNMS in
general. I’m basing my comments on my understanding of the science underlying
ecosystem protection and MPAs, discussions I’ve had with RAP members and scientists
on the sanctuary’s MPA working group, and on my philosophy and opinions regarding
human activity and marine resource protection.
Marine protected areas provide benefits beyond traditional fisheries management
measures. In my opinion, there is solid scientific evidence to support the idea that
marine protected areas, including marine reserves, can contribute to the ecosystem
protection goals of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. I presented this
evidence in my talk at the 12/13/07 session of the SAC meeting. I also believe that the
intended benefits of marine protected areas are distinct from those of traditional fisheries
management tools. The argument has been made that the conservative, even draconian,
fisheries management measures that have been implemented in the state and federal
waters of California and beyond over the past 10 years provide all the resource protection
that is required. Further, it is argued that since pelagic species don’t respond to MPAs
and targeted groundfish stocks appear to be recovering, MPAs offer no added protective
value. The problem with this argument is that there are real, measurable and unavoidable
ecosystem impacts of fishing activities, even in perfectly managed fisheries. The most
important of these are the unintended and often unknown ecological consequences
resulting from the reduction in biomass of targeted fish stocks. Other unavoidable
ecosystem impacts of fishing are: reduction in abundance and diversity of marine
organisms resulting from bycatch; habitat destruction from fishing gear, especially
trawling; and life history modification of targeted stocks, especially age and size
truncation. These impacts cannot be mitigated by fisheries management alone; they can
be solved by a combination of sound fisheries management and well-designed networks
of marine protected areas, including marine reserves.

Marine protected areas can improve fishing opportunities over the long term. I’d
like to address the idea that MPAs will be the straw that breaks the camel’s back of the
commercial fishing enterprise in the MBNMS, an idea that has been raised by
commercial fishing interests. According to this scenario, the commercial fishing endeavor
in this region is but a fraction of the level of 10 to 20 years ago, in terms of number of
vessels fishing and landings. Fishing is currently so heavily regulated that it’s difficult for
fishermen to make a living. The lost fishing opportunities from new MPAs will push
commercial fishing over the brink, the industry will collapse and the sanctuary will lose
its fishing heritage. While I’m sympathetic to the economic plight of the commercial
fishing industry, neither logic nor available information supports this scenario. Evidence
presented by Dick Parrish and Steve Ralston show that groundfish populations are
recovering as a result of restrictive fisheries regulations. These regulations will become
less restrictive as populations recover, leading to increased opportunities for commercial
fishermen. Fisheries for crab, sardines, squid, and other pelagics appear to be healthy.
Therefore, it seems unlikely that the commercial fishing industry in the sanctuary will
collapse simply because a small percent of sanctuary waters is closed to extractive
activity. Furthermore, preliminary data from the Channel Islands in southern California
show that landings have increased in the 3 years since the establishment of MPAs around
the Channel Islands. Of course we don’t know if landings and MPAs are related in this
case, but the point is that landings didn’t decrease, as the commercial fishing interests
have assured us will happen. In fact, I have yet to see a single paper or report that shows
fisheries collapse or significant, negative socioeconomic impacts resulting from the
establishment of MPAs. To the contrary, there is a vast literature showing improvements
in both fisheries performance and socioeconomic conditions resulting directly from
implementation of MPAs.
Marine protected areas preserve the unknown.
A real threat to marine ecosystem health is the loss of marine species and entire
communities that we don’t even know we have. We continue to discover new species and
new communities right in our own back yard. Cold-seep chemoautotrophic bivalve
communities and bone-digesting invertebrate fauna on whale carcasses were both
discovered in the deep waters in or near the MBNMS within the past 15 years and both
revealed species and lifestyles previously unknown to science. MPAs and marine
reserves are the only way to prevent the loss of life forms we don’t yet know exist.
Marine protected areas provide research platforms to answer vital ecological
questions. Despite the millions of dollars that have been invested in marine research
over the past 100 years, we remain essentially ignorant about the likely ecological
outcomes of human activities in the oceans. We are conducting vast, uncontrolled
ecological experiments whose outcomes we can’t possibly imagine. Establishing marine
reserves for experimental research and baseline monitoring is the only way to gain a
predictive understanding of marine ecosystem function. We need replicate, undisturbed
(to the greatest extent possible) control sites that can be compared with replicate sites
where ecosystem elements have been manipulated. For example, scientists were
confounded in their efforts to ask even the simplest questions (what is the impact of

trawling activity on benthic communities?) because undisturbed control sites with
otherwise similar conditions could not be found.
Marine protected areas are well-regarded tools for protecting public trust
resources. We can’t ignore the strong public sentiment that sanctuary waters should be
more protected from extractive activity than they are now. If I recall correctly, over 8,000
comments favoring more MPAs in sanctuary waters were received during the public
scoping process of the Joint Management Plan review process. During the public
comment period at the 12/13/07 SAC meeting, 32 speakers supported MPAs in sanctuary
waters; 7 speakers opposed and 4 speakers were neutral. While it’s difficult to extrapolate
from such a small sample size, both state and national public opinion polls show the same
trends. In my opinion it’s undeniable that establishing marine protected areas in federal
waters of the sanctuary waters has widespread public support that numerically dwarfs
public opposition. This is important, since ocean resources are a public trust and not an
entitlement to a select few.
For all these reasons, it’s my opinion that the sanctuary should re-engage in a stakeholder
process to consider implementing a network of MPAs in federal waters of the sanctuary.
However, it is critical that the process moving forward is a different and improved
process. To this end, I ask that you to keep the following things in mind. First, now is the
ideal time to undertake this exercise. We are not in a crisis mode but we have evidence
and trends suggesting current protections are inadequate. In other words, the issue is
important, but not urgent. We have time to think this through and do it right.
Second, we have to ask the right questions and answer them as best we can. The
presentations on 12/13/07 were a beginning.
Third, we need to address the socioeconomic issues, with credible experts who all
stakeholders trust and with defensible data. The socioeconomic research should be
retrospective as well as prospective. What does history tell us about the socioeconomic
consequences of implementing MPA networks?
Fourth, we must avoid a process that can be held hostage by the threat of veto or walk-out
by any stakeholder group. Any such process will surely fail.
Fifth, the process should be facilitated by a professional with strong conflict resolution
skills and who is trusted by all stakeholders.
Finally, the process should have an end-goal and a timeline agreed to by all stakeholders.
We are participating in an assault on the resources and ecosystems of this planet that is
unprecedented in human history. Evidence of marine ecosystem stress, and in some cases
failure, is all around us. We can debate the details, but in the big picture the trends are
pretty clear. Is it asking too much, is it taking too great a risk, to engage in a stakeholder
process to implement effective tools for restoring and sustaining our ocean environment?

Thanks for the opportunity to weigh in on this important issue.

